Recycling for every space

Award-winning design and proven results in modern spaces
Method’s mission is to encourage organisations to create a more sustainable tomorrow by enabling change. Through creating spaces that facilitate environmental behaviours and creating a culture of shared responsibility and collective effort.

Our purpose is to enable organisations to create behaviour change so they recycle more and waste less. With the aim of redesigning the waste and recycling system to suit modern spaces came our 60L and 20L bins.
The Method System

Method makes recycling and waste sorting convenient and consistent throughout a building, with bins designed to stand out and share in spaces of any size.
In large open plan spaces, the Method Sixty Litre Bins encourage users to separate their waste. The visible bins also create awareness and increase accountability.

Desktop Precyclers are storage for waste and recycling at the desk while encouraging waste separation before it’s transferred to the nearest station.

As the shared recycling stations capture recyclables in every space, the result is a consistent recycling and waste system throughout workspaces. With the Method System you recycle more, waste less and improve your bottom line.

In smaller shared spaces, like meeting rooms, studio offices or kitchenettes where waste sorting is needed, but at a lower volume, Method Twenty Litre Bins capture all of your waste and recyclables.
Features + benefits

1. Designed to fit any space
2. Made from recycled materials
3. Bin liner hidden from sight
4. Lid options to suit every space
5. Proven to increase recycling rates
6. Facilitates the circular economy
7. Increase awareness with a beautiful and visible system
8. An efficient system
1. Designed to fit any space

For open plan communal areas like the office floor, breakout spaces, and large kitchens.

**Method Sixty**
For open plan communal areas like the office floor, breakout spaces, and large kitchens.

60L and 20L bin sizes make recycling flexible and consistent throughout all workspaces.

**Method Twenty**
For smaller shared spaces such as meeting rooms, studio offices or kitchenettes.
2. Made from recycled materials

Method’s bins are made from at least 50% recycled materials.

We’re working to increase this to 100%.
3. Bin liner hidden from sight

Our patented bag retainer locks liners in place and hides them from sight.
4. **Lid options to suit every space**

Method Sixty are available in open lids for high foot traffic areas and touch lids to contain odours when they are emptied less frequently.

Method Twenty are available in open lids only.
5. Proven to increase recycling rates

Our system has proven its ability to divert waste from landfill and increase recycling rates.

Samson Corporation, a commercial property manager saw reduced waste to landfill in 3 of their multi-tenant buildings by 50% on average in 3 months.
6. Facilitates the circular economy

A more circular economy must be our end destination; Method help it to thrive by enabling our customers to collect more individual streams, allowing waste to be better controlled. In turn, this creates high quality recycled materials that are delivered straight back into re-manufacturing. What's more, as the Method bin is fully recyclable it in itself enables the circular economy.
7. **Increase awareness with a beautiful system**

A visible and beautiful system of bins increases awareness and makes powerful behaviour change by making recycling an unconscious behaviour.
Method’s system optimises recycling and waste in the modern workplace, with fewer bins and liners to purchase you can reduce the cost of implementing and maintaining your system. Further, as fewer liners are required you save your cleaners time and send significantly fewer liners to the incinerator.

As well as reducing the cost of waste disposal as you recycle more, and waste less.
OUT IN THE OPEN
A visible statement of your commitment to recycling. Build awareness and create a collective culture.

METHOD TWENTY
20L Method bins form stations to capture waste in smaller spaces.

CLEAR & CONSISTENT
Bins placed where recyclables are produced to make recycling simple and effective.

METHOD SIXTY
60L Method bins form beautiful recycling stations for open plan spaces.

RECYCLING STATIONS
Flexible stations that can easily be moved or added to as your needs change.

PRECYCLERS
Desktop waste storage that encourages separation at the desk while reducing cleaning time and costs.
Method System
Our product range

Method Sixty
Put me in open plan spaces

Method Twenty
Put me in smaller shared spaces

Method Connectors
Join me up

Method Signage
Show me the way

Method Liners
Lock me in your bin

Method Precyclers
Put me on your desk

www.methodrecycling.com
Our bins

**Method Sixty**
- 60L Open Bin: $175 RRP
- 60L Touch Bin: $245 RRP

**Method Twenty**
- 20L Open Bin: $99 RRP

Put me in open plan spaces
Put me in smaller shared spaces

All prices exclude GST

www.methodrecycling.com
Method Sixty Connectors

2 Station Connector
Lock 2 of your bins back-to-back, in a line, or onto a wall.
$92 RRP
Currently only available for Method Sixty

3 Station Connector
Lock 3 of your bins back-to-back, in a line, or onto a wall.
$119 RRP
Currently only available for Method Sixty

Expansion Kit
Joins two Method Connectors together, enabling you to expand your stations.
$35 RRP
Currently only available for Method Sixty

All prices exclude GST
Other accessories

**Method Precyclers**
Desktop paper, recycling and waste storage that encourages separation.
Pack of 5:

**Paper:** $57.50 RRP
**Waste + Recycling:** $57.50 RRP

**Green or translucent compostable bin liners**
Certified to break down in a commercial composting facility.

**Pack of 300:** $265 RRP
Currently only available for Method Sixty (Twenty to come)

**Clear or black liners**
Perfectly sized to fit Method bins.

**Pack of 350:** $123 RRP
Currently only available for Method Sixty (Twenty to come)

All prices exclude GST
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Vertical Signage

Vertical PVC-D Signs:
1 bin station: $175 RRP
2 bin station: $200 RRP
3 bin station: $225 RRP
4 bin station: $250 RRP
5 bin station: $275 RRP
6 bin station: $300 RRP

A large public shopping centre saw the following contamination statistics:

No Signs - 60% Contamination
Vinyls - 40% Contamination
Vertical Sign - 15% Contamination
Resources

Method has an extensive resource library to ensure you get the most out of the Method system.

Full of practical guides, advice and tools to help you throughout your journey.

Some helpful resources you can find on our website are:

• DIY Waste Audit
• Bin Placement Guide
• Internal Communications Sheet
• Cleaning + Service Instructions
We’re on the journey with you

We have a knowledgable team that are happy to help you to make your Method system as effective as possible.

Recycling can be confusing so we’re here to help - from bin placement, to signage and education.
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Our customers
Share your Method story

We believe organisations that are doing great things should be celebrated.

We’d love to create shared content about your Method journey to highlight your achievements, let us know if this is of interest.

From The Office Group, one of our many customer heroes.
Being an innovative design company at heart, we’re along for the ride on your waste and recycling journey. You’ll be the first to know once these are launched.

We’re constantly developing new educational content, incorporating more recycled materials into our products, and developing new products to build on our existing waste and recycling system.

You’ll be the first to know once these are launched.
Recycling for your space

Let's talk about optimising waste and recycling in your workspace